
COMMERCIAL AUTO
BUILT-IN FEATURES
& ENHANCEMENTS

Acuity, A Mutual Insurance Company

Built-in Enhancements

Airbag replacement after accidental discharge Yes

Accident involving combination truck, tractor, or trailer One deductible

Auto glass repair deductible Waived Waived

Bail bonds supplementary payment $2,500 $3,000

Broadened bodily injury to include mental anguish Yes

Collision between vehicles insured by Acuity Deductible waived

Electronic logging devices or electronic on-board 
recorders $3,000 $3,000

Employees as insureds Yes

Fellow employee coverage* Yes

Fire department service charge** $1,000

Fire extinguisher recharge Yes

Fuel in vehicle coverage Yes Yes

Hired auto physical damage coverage for PPVs and light 
trucks rented for a period of less than 30 days $50,000



Built-in Enhancements

Increased sublimit for audio, visual, and data electronic 
equipment coverage $3,000

Knowledge of claim or suit Broadened Broadened

Loan/lease gap coverage for PPVs and light trucks Yes

Miscellaneous equipment used with covered vehicle Yes Yes

Newly acquired organizations as an insured 180 days 180 days

Reasonable expenses incurred supplementary payment $300 $300

Rental reimbursement, business income, and extra 
expense coverage $10,000

Rental reimbursement coverage for PPVs and light trucks $75 per day, 
maximum of $1,500

Temporary substitute vehicle physical damage coverage Yes

Transportation expenses for PPVs and light trucks $20 per day,
maximum of $600

$75 per day, 
maximum of $1,500

Towing for covered autos after a covered loss Yes Yes

Waiver of subrogation for written contracts Yes

Worldwide coverage territory for hired auto Yes

www.acuity.com/acuity-focuswww.youtube.com/acuityinsurancewww.facebook.com/acuityinsurancecompany

This is a summary of Acuity coverages. Contractual coverage is as stated in the policy.  Not all coverages or options are available in all states. Supplementary 
coverage options as listed above may be added to an insurance policy for an additional cost where applicable. See your agent for more information.  
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*Not available in Virginia 
**Not available in Arizona
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